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Executive Summary:
The market for higher value hardwood products in Hawaii is increasing significantly and consistently as it is
in most areas of the country. Most of the high value applications are in hardwood flooring, furniture,
cabinetry and other fixtures including doors, windows and moldings. The usage of high value or “appearance”
type woods is focused largely in upper end housing and in repairs and remodeling.
Virtually all of the companies and individuals that were interviewed in this study expressed recognition of the
demand for Hawaiian grown woods in the market place. Essentially all of the respondents also reported that
the principal reasons for the relatively small amount of product in the marketplace are (1) inconsistent supply
and (2) inconsistent quality. The inconsistency of supply comes about from the lack of committed resource to
the potential producers. The inconsistencies in quality are predominantly the result of lumber drying issues,
limited technology, lack of competitive processing facilities and the tendency for producers to force lower
grade materials into the sales mixture to achieve the volume and additional revenue that is needed to survive
as a business.
It has proved to be very difficult to capture a totally accurate number for hardwood imports. This is due to
protection of proprietary and competitive information from retailers and distributors and it is also due to gross
generalizations in units of measure from shippers. Nonetheless, we have found evidence of wood importation
numbers and this is supplemented by selected information from our interviews. The net result being that we
believe that total annual hardwood imports are in the range of 7,000,000 to10,000,000 Board Feet (BF).
Additionally, we have opinion inputs and computed equivalents that cause us to believe that high quality
locally grown products could displace as much as 2,000,000 board feet per year of this market segment.
The current principal imports from North American temperate hardwoods include Oak, Cherry, Ash, Maple
and Poplar. The principal foreign imports are African Mahogany, Genuine Mahogany, Meranti, Teak and
several Eucalypts. Weyerhaeuser is promoting Lyptus which is a Brazilian Eucalyptus hybrid with an
appearance similar to E. grandis (Grandis) and E. saligna (Saligna). Generally speaking, the Hawaiian grown
Robusta and Saligna display better color and character than does the Lyptus product. The characteristics of
the African Mahogany (khaya nyasica) appear to be quite similar to Hawaiian grown Toona ciliata (Toon),
which is not surprising since they are both relatives of the true Mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla). It may
also be possible to substitute some Hawaiian Eucalypts for African Mahogany if the processing and quality
control are improved. Most of the foreign hardwoods are imported into mainland distributors initially and
then they are reshipped to Hawaii.
The potential for the development of a significant forest products industry in Hawaii will be influenced to a
great extent by the following:
Opportunities:
q There is a demand for Hawaiian grown woods in the market place.
q Significant quantities of hardwood lumber are being imported into the State.
q The demand for distinctive hardwood lumber is increasing.
Constraints:
q Sufficient sustainable supply of forest resource to ensure economically efficient processing.
q Inconsistent supply.
q Inconsistent manufacturing quality.
q Underdeveloped infrastructure for forest product processing.
3
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Recommendation:
The limited amount of Hawaiian hardwood products that currently enter the marketplace display the
potential to be as good as, or better than, many similar species from other areas. The State forest reserves
possess the largest mature inventory of such timber. These stands of non-native species such as Robusta and
Saligna also appear to possess the potential for very high quality “appearance grade” lumber.
The process of replacing imported hardwood lumber with locally grown and processed Hawaiian lumber is
occurring now, however the scale is very limited. Presently, the demand for hardwood products exceeds the
locally produced supply. For this imbalance to change several critical factors must be addressed. These
factors are:
q Sufficient sustainable supply of forest resource to ensure economically efficient processing.
q Properly sized manufacturing facilities to match resource availability.
q Strong commitment to the technical issues of product quality.
q Effective marketing which will place high-value end use products in the market place.
The market for certified forest products is increasing in the US and in most other countries. Certification,
particularly under the Principles and Criteria of the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), carries with it the
benefit of priority selection in the market and in some cases a premium over non-certified products. It also
provides a generally effective means for social and environmental acceptance of proactive timberland
management. FSC certification could enhance the access to forest resources in State forest reserves and
ensure sustainable timber supply.

Introduction:
There are well-established markets within and outside of Hawaii for lumber products from native Koa.
Currently there are no substantial sales of the products from introduced species that represent the largest
mature timber inventory in the state. These introduced species include Eucalyptus robusta (Robusta) and
Eucalyptus saligna (Saligna). Where these species grow in other regions of the world, there is evidence that
they can be converted to good quality products. In Hawaii, however, converting these species to useful
products has proved to be elusive, at best. There are no current converters of timber to solid wood products
who can operate in a manner that would lead to competitively priced products in the open market. Those who
are processing Eucalyptus are doing so at extremely low prices for the raw material, which means that they
only process lumber when a free or nearly free log is available. Therefore, there is neither any consistency in
the supply nor any way to build a business on repetitive orders. A draft report for the Hawaii Forest Industry
Association entitled “The Economic Value of Hawaii’s Forest Industry in 2001” estimates the revenue to be
approximately $30,700,000. Meanwhile, products are being imported into Hawaii from nearly identical wood
species.
Because of the lack of competitive primary forest products processing, the absence of markets for by-products
in the State and the challenges of achieving access to a sustaining supply of timber, nothing has happened to
elevate these excellent resources into higher value products and to provide a nucleus for sustainable forest
product development. Any potential investor or entrepreneur must have finite information on the scope of the
market for the products that can come from the primary mature eucalyptus timber volume. The information
that is being requested by the Division of Forestry and Wildlife should prove to be of critical and significant
value in the creation of a sustainable forest products industry in Hawaii.
This study was commissioned by the Division of Forestry and Wildlife of The Department of Land and
Natural Resources (DLNR) because of their interest in increasing the proportion of locally grown hardwood
4
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lumber used in the hardwood lumber “economy” of Hawaii. To begin addressing this goal, the Department
has asked for an evaluation of the consumption, importation, local production, quality assessment and other
features that can lead to a better understanding of the scope or scale of opportunity that may exist in the
Hawaiian market place for locally produced hardwoods. In pursuit of this goal, the Department has asked
specifically that the following areas be addressed:
A. Interviews and data collection. Conduct interviews with various organizations and concerns to collect data
regarding annual hardwood production and consumption in Hawaii
Hardwood lumber volumes and distribution channels.. Separately for both Hawaii-produced and imported
solid hardwoods.
1. Quantify annual solid hardwood lumber sold into Hawaii
2. Breakdown by industry, lumber type/dimensions, retail versus wholesale, and species.
C. Perceptions of locally grown woods. Interview or consult with sellers, processors, architects and consumers of
wood to determine knowledge and perceptions of locally grown solid wood products versus comparable
imported materials.
D. Scenarios for Expanded Hawaiian Production. Develop analyses or scenarios evaluating how various fraction
of imported hardwood could be replaced by locally produced solid hardwood products.
B.

Methods:
A. Interviews and data collection.
To meet the objectives of this study, a listing of potential contacts was developed through initial interviews
with the Department of Business Economic Development and Tourism and with Dave Rinell of Rinell Wood
Systems, and with members of the Hawaii Forest Industry Association (Table 1). Additional interviews were
held with University of Hawaii Manoa Business Program, Bank of Hawaii, Building Industry Association of
Hawaii, and Foreign Trade Zone 9. Field visits were also made to new construction on three major tract home
builders on Oahu including Castle & Cooke, Schuler and Gentry. The Internet and library sources were also
used to review information that can be associated with hardwood usage trends.
In addition, research was conducted to better understand utilization of hardwoods in the marketplace. This
included end-user perceptions of the use of locally grown woods. Finally, based on these finding, scenarios
for the expanded production of locally grown and processed hardwoods forest products were developed.

Results:
B. Hardwood lumber volumes and distribution channels.
The assessment of volumes of lumber and the means of distribution have been researched through direct
interviews and by accessing published data on imports. Most of the import data is in broad categories that are
associated with tariffs. It became necessary to resort to a variety of means of assessment and upon the use of
certain critical assumptions and comparisons of usage and applications from nationally published sources.
This section of the report describes those methods and their results. First, it is important to recognize certain
trends both in Hawaii and in the US, in general.
Over the last several years remodeling and building permit values in Hawaii have generally increased, while
forecasts for housing starts have nearly doubled (Table 2). The value of an average new home in Hawaii is
comparable to the average home on the mainland (Table 3). Construction methods and land cost vary between
5
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these locations. Nonetheless, it appears that many of the industry wide averages for materials usage that are
published for mainland homes could be used for Hawaiian homes as well.
Statistical information on materials usage in an average home on the mainland includes a notable hardwood
category (Table 4). However, visits to new tract homes on Oahu did not reveal evidence of such widespread
use of solid hardwood lumber. Therefore, we conclude that the major use of high value and appearance grade
hardwoods is going to come about primarily in higher market value homes and in the repair and remodeling
sector.
1. Quantification of Solid Hardwood Lumber Sold into Hawaii.
Lumber importation data from Matson, The US Corps of Engineers and from Foreign Trade Zone #9 suggest
that a large volume of wood comes to Hawaii by barge from other shippers (Table 5). This wood is primarily
construction grade lumber and does not contain high-grade hardwoods. All Hawaii distributors of hardwood
lumber reported that their material comes in by container via Matson. Therefore, the disparity between the
Matson numbers and the Corps of Engineers total wood volumes may be accounted for by the fact that much
of the framing lumber arrives in Hawaii via barge shipments while hardwoods will most likely arrive in
containers.
Table 6 summarizes the statistical data on imports of tropical hardwoods into Hawaii. Most tropical
woods were Teak, Mahogany, Meranti and similar species. These species retail in the range of $3.00 to $8.00
per board foot. If we assume an average of $4.00 per board foot, then the annualized imported volume for
2004 would be approximately 600,000 board feet.
Several of the distribution companies that were interviewed reported imports of all hardwood species volumes
in the range of 500,000 to 1,000,000 board feet per year, each. The importation by large retailers such as The
Home Depot and Lowes is not readily traceable via the shipping companies. Their displays of flooring
products are much heavier to engineered floors than to solid hardwoods. Their sales of rough or semi-finished
hardwoods are more likely to be to the shoulder trade (small scale do-it-yourself) than to the commercial
millwork and major remodeling activities. Nonetheless, there are at least six distributors and importers that
that bringing in lumber in the range of 500,000 board feet or more per year.
The only full time producer of non-native woods in Hawaii is Hal Brauner of Brauner Molding and Millwork
in Hilo. Mr. Brauner focuses primarily on hardwood flooring and at least 60% of his production is in varying
species of Eucalyptus. We estimate Mr.Brauner’s production to be in the range of 100,000 board feet per
year. Mr. Brauner has told us that he believes he is only serving about 5% of the potential market for flooring.
Sales of forest products from State of Hawaii forest reserves averaged less than $50,000 in the 1990’s.
(Cannarella, 1998)
A report from the International Tropical Timber Organization (Table 7) shows a volume of 1,500,000 cubic
meters of tropical woods were imported into the US in 2001 (Market Access of Tropical Timber, March 2003
(see http://www.itto.or.jp/live/PageDisplayHandler?pageId=203). One cubic meter contains 424 board feet of
lumber. Therefore, the imported volume to the US in 2001 would be 636,000,000 board feet. By comparison,
the US production of hardwood lumber in 2004 has been projected by Hardwood Review to be
11,000,000,000 board feet (see Table 8). The total hardwood market in the US could then be estimated to be
11,636,000,000 board feet.
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Conversion and Reconciliation of Volumetric Information:
We conducted multiple analyses to estimate annual hardwood consumption in the Hawaii market. These
estimates required the use of some assumptions and extensions of base data. The Corps of Engineers
waterborne tonnage report is accessible on the internet. This report covers all wood imports but the categories
are limited. Matson represents a large portion of the container imports but they too have limited tariff
categories and data collection.
a. In our first analysis we use Corps of Engineers and Matson data assuming an average wood
density of 40 pounds per cubic foot and an average of 12 board feet per cubic foot then 381,000
short tons represent 762,000,000 pounds and 19,050,000 cubic feet for a total of 228,600,000
board feet equivalent of lumber.
q The consumption of softwood lumber in the US in 2004 is being projected by the Western
Wood Products Association to be 59,738,000,000 board feet. This would create a ratio of
hardwood to softwood of .194.
q If this ratio is applied to the conversion from shipping weights then the hardwood volume
into Hawaii would be .194 X 228,600,000 or 44, 348, 000 board feet.
b. Table 10 provides an analysis by Dr. John Shelley of the Matson and COE data that yields an
assessed estimate that places the volume in the range of 7,000,000 board feet of higher grade
hardwood imports and utilization.
c. A third calculation was conducted using a percentage of population basis.
The population of Hawaii in 2003 has been estimated to be 1,257,608 - which is 0.43% of the US
total of 290,809,777.
If this ratio is applied to the total hardwood market for the US it will yield a quantity of .43% X
11,636,000,000 or 50, 000,000 board feet.
d. A fourth approach uses estimates of imports by distributors and large retailers.
q Let us assume that there are 6 large distributors and 10 big box home centers (The Home
Depot, Lowes, HPM etc) who are direct importers of mixed hardwood products. Additionally
there are numerous companies and builders who do direct importing for conversion and
construction. Then, it is quite possible that the higher value hardwood importation could be in
the range of 12,000,000 to 20,000,000 board feet.
q It is important to realize that an inconsistency of using total production or consumption on the
mainland in the ratio indicators is not typical of Hawaii. This is due to construction differences
and due to the fact that Hawaii does not possess any substantial wood conversion and
exportation business. Much of the wood on the mainland is being converted to products and
shipped to other areas. This is not the case in Hawaii.
q In follow up discussions with selected distributors, retailers and producers we found that most
feel the scope of the market to be on the conservative side. Most would instinctively go with a
volume that is between 7,000,000 and 12 million board feet of solid and higher grade
hardwoods. In summary we believe that total annual hardwood consumption in Hawaii is
approximately 10,000,000 board feet.
The current annual consumption of locally grown non-native hardwoods in Hawaii is presently very low.
Discussions with several producers on the Big Island (including Hal Brauner at Brauner Molding and
Woodworks, Ted Gomes at Honomolino Mill, and Ed Winkler at Winkler Wood Products) yielded the
following estimate of wood production on Hawaii Island:
q Koa – 300,000 + to 400,000 BF/Yr
q Ohia – 100,000 to 200,000 BF/Yr
q Mango – 50,000 to 100,000 BF/Yr
q Robusta – less than 100,000 BF/Yr
q Ash, Toon, Saligna, Grandis, Queensland Maple, Silver Oak, Monkeypod, and Chocolate Heart
Albizia all less than 25,000 BF/Yr each.
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2. Utilization of Hardwoods in the Marketplace.
North American hardwood utilization trends between 1994 and 2000 increased most notably in the hardwood
flooring sector (Table 9). By contrast, the largest decrease was noted in the furniture sector. The decrease in
lumber going to furniture from US producers is mainly the result of outsourcing of production to Asian
countries.
Most distributors are sourcing for millwork and cabinetry shops. Predominant size is 4/4 (60%) with 5/4 and
8/4 following at about 20% each, and the grade is FAS (1) 1and Select. There is no apparent market for lower
grades at this time. Predominant lengths are 8’ through 12’, heavy to the 12’. Imports from the mainland
include the normal US domestic woods such as Oak, Cherry and Poplar. Foreign imports are heavy to African
Mahogany. Teak and Honduran Mahogany are also imported. Honduran or “genuine” mahogany is difficult to
source. A summary of wholesale prices is shown in Table 10.
Most retailers buy imported wood from distributors. This is due to the shipping and sourcing issues. It is more
likely, however, for them to buy local production directly from the producers. Wholesalers and distributors
would prefer to have significant routine supplies of local wood to sell to retailers and wood workers if the
supply was to be more consistent. Furniture makers, cabinet makers, flooring contractors and other finishing
operations are likely to buy imports through distributors and local woods more directly from the producers.
This is particularly the case for Koa and Ohia.
A price list from a retailer who deals in both imported and local woods on Hawaii Island is displayed in
Tables 11 and 12.
C. Perceptions of locally grown woods.
There was widespread awareness of most of the major Hawaiian woods. Everyone was aware of Koa and it is
a niche market heavy to furniture and fixtures. Some are currently using O’hia in various applications from
posts to flooring. Numerous groups and individuals have tried Robusta and other nonnative species. Much of
the experience with the product has been inferior. Drying has been inconsistent and the quality of the sawing
and presentation has been suspect as well. Continuity of sourcing is another issue. Virtually no one has been
able to repeatedly supply a quality product in reliable and significant quantities over a prolonged period of
time. Even with the problems of the past, the individuals interviewed all expressed interest in trying Hawaiian
grown woods when supply and quality issues could be shown to have been solved.
A Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) seminar was conducted in Honolulu in 2003 for
architects. This seminar was sponsored by the Department of Business and Economic Development and
Tourism and by the Certified Forest Products Council. LEED http://www.usgbc.org/leed/leed_main.asp is a
program developed by the US Green Building Council. It gives points and ratings for sustainable activities.
The use of certified (Forest Stewardship Council / FSC) wood is one means for earning points in LEED. Kim
Hum of the Nature Conservancy, James Quinn, Steve Smith and Peter Simmons each gave presentations
about Hawaiian wood to the 25 architects in attendance. Samples of four species Eucalyptus robusta, E.
saligna, E. globulus and Tropical Ash (Fraxinus uhdei) were circulated amongst the attendees. The architects
were asked if they would specify these woods in their designs if they knew that it could be supplied regularly.
The response was a unanimous yes. Most people who have seen Toon believe that it has great potential if it
1

FAS is a lumber grade that comes from the National Hardwood Lumber Association. It refers to Firsts and Seconds. Please see
Exhibit A for details or visit http://www.natlhardwood.org.
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could be sourced consistently. Few are aware of tropical ash. Robusta is well appreciated for its potential.
This is due primarily to its darker color and the fact that most Robusta that has been harvested is older and
therefore more stable. There has not been any significant commercial harvesting of eucalyptus for solid wood
products. That which has been logged has come in many cases from over-mature timber from roadside rights
of way and other more urban extraction. Most of this has been Robusta. Saligna/Grandis will require more
extensive marketplace development work because the color is a bit lighter and the species have not been as
available for processing and are not as well known in the marketplace at this time.

D. Scenarios for Expanded Hawaiian Production.
It will be extremely important to solve the continuity of supply and the lumber drying and other processing
issues for any significant expansion of Hawaiian production. It will then be critical that the improved quality
is effectively displayed to potential buyers and distributors. There will need to be a multi-phased approach to
the development of expanded production. Determination of accessible and sustainable forest resources is a
must. A well designed and coordinated study for the assessment of variation of wood quality and yield for a
variety of species and tree sizes will be of great assistance in projecting the opportunities for marketing these
species.
In the next phase, it will be important to install and effectively operate a lumber drying facility that will
ensure that the wood reaches 160 degrees F for 75 minutes during the kiln schedule. This may require the
introduction of totally new and different technology to Hawaii. Another key ingredient will be the adaptation
to or definition of product grades. There are standard lumber grades for hardwoods under the National
Hardwood Lumber Association. These rules have not been used in totality with Hawaiian products. This is
because most of the business has been with Koa and there are special features for Koa that transcend
standardized grading rules. Flooring will need to be a major product for the utilization of Eucalyptus. This
will in turn require a fairly significant investment in finishing equipment such as molders and end matchers.
Some semi finished lumber will be marketable into the millwork and furniture markets in Hawaii and abroad.
To achieve optimal utilization of mill equipment and maximize economic return, it will be necessary to export
some product to the US mainland or to Asia.
Distributors that we interviewed in Hawaii expressed a strong interest in locally grown products. They also
expressed a strong desire for some form of preferential alignment or exclusive relationship with forest product
producer for unique species or product lines. They have all experienced problems in the past with market
place confusion. This occurs when the same products that they are trying to distribute will also appear on the
market from a different direction such as a direct sale from the mill to a retailer or converter. This is a
perennial issue in the wood business and one that requires careful handling by all producers.
Ramping up a business can be a very costly experience. Pre-marketing will be very helpful in the early phases
of expanded production. One suggestion presented by one of the marketing survey respondents during this
study was to conduct tours and educational sessions with architects, distributors and retailers to display the
resource and the technology for the new forest products production business. This process would enable endusers to become familiar with this Hawaiian produced product line. The anticipated result would be that endusers would start to consider substituting Hawaii grown and produced forest products with products that are
now imported.
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Summary remarks, conclusions and recommendations:
q

There is an increasing demand for solid hardwood products for appearance applications nationally and survey
conclusions indicate the same for Hawaii. The largest opportunity could materialize in hardwood flooring.

q

There is a reasonably good awareness of the beauty and potential for Hawaiian grown woods, but the requests
for products cannot be met by current producers.

q

Koa supply is at a level that existing smaller scale operations can satisfy the current demand and maintain good
economics even though mill efficiencies are not globally competitive.

q

There have been problems in quality and consistency of supply of non-native but locally grown woods.

q

The largest inventory of timber appears to be in the form of Grandis, Saligna and Robusta.

q

The Hawaiian grown eucalypts appear to have the potential to display superior characteristics and qualities to
related species from imported sources.

q

It is extremely important to focus any industry efforts in Hawaii on the upper end products that can be
differentiated in the market place by their appearance, value and usefulness. Koa does this now. Several of the
non-native species can also be elevated in this market by displacing other imports. It will be important to focus
marketing efforts on applications that do not disrupt or denigrate the Koa reputation.

q

Forest Certification for the State forest reserves should be investigated. Certification carries with it the
developing benefit of priority selection in the market and in some cases a premium over non-certified products.
It also provides a generally effective means for social and environmental acceptance of proactive timberland
management. This could enhance the access to forest resources in State forest reserves and ensure sustainable
timber supply.

q

The State of Hawaii statewide experimental forest and forest reserves appear to possess the highest
concentration of Grandis, Saligna and Robusta when considering all the major land owners.

q

The future for the development of a larger forest products industry lies with the successful processing and
marketing of mature and over-mature eucalyptus into the highest value products possible.

q

There does not appear to be enough inventory of timber in Hawaii to allow commodity type products to be
competitive with imports from more sizeable resource bases and higher capital and more efficient operations.

q

Creation of a larger scale operation and more employment opportunity in the state will require a continuous
supply of timber.

q

There are questions to be resolved on the potential yields from the mature eucalyptus trees. Some reports
indicate that the hearts of these trees (the original fast growth or juvenile wood) do not exhibit good stability
and usefulness.

q

There appears to be a very good opportunity to develop a processing and marketing program which can match
with the resource and the local market. It will be imperative, however, to verify sustainable timber inventories,
solve the quality and consistency issues, and find uses for low grade portions of the timber.

q

Finally, it is going to be important to take the resource to its highest potential value. This will require some
portions of the wood to be sliced into veneers for paneling and overlaid moldings and trim.
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Table 1
Listing of Contacts
Pacific American Lumber
JE Higgins
Architectural Woods
Honsador
Plywood Hawaii
C.S. Wo
Hardwoods Inc
Eric Bello
Martin and MacArthur
King and Zelko
Hardware Hawaii
Woodcraft
Aloha Wood (Kona)
Rinell Wood Systems
Ed Winkler
Brauner Woodworks
Honolulu Hardwoods
Nine of those listed in Table 1 were contacted and interviewed directly. Individual quotes and data are not
always displayed in the report because of the sensitivity to proprietary information and competitive data.
Other retailers were visited for assessment of product types being stocked and sold including The Home
Depot, Lowes and HPM.
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Table 2
Building Permits and Housing Starts:
Number and Value of Building Permits, By Counties (source: The State of Hawaii Data Book 2002 – Table 21.01)

Year
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Permits
16,058
17,381
19,074
19,466
14,172

Estimated
Value
$1,054,281
$1,320,218
$1,513,073
$1,585,739
$1,772,027

Housing starts in
Hawaii:

2,300
2,700
4,200
4,500 + Est.
6,000 Est.
6,000 Est.

(estimates are per interviews with Karen Nakamura at Building Industry Association of Hawaii.)
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Table 3
Economics of Home Construction
Home prices per square foot:
Median
US
$70.39

2002

Average
West
$82.56

Estimated Value of a 2,272 square foot Single Family Residence:
$159,926
$187,576

US
$75.68

West
$89.31

$171,944

$202,912

(Extension of NAHB Data)

Accepted Value per Housing Unit in Hawaii in 2002 (source DEBDT Data Book 2002 – Table 21.03:
$172,027

Value of Building Permits by county in Hawaii in 2002 (source: DEBDT Data Book 2002 – Table 21.02):
State
Residential
$1,112,912

Honolulu
Hawaii
(Thousands of dollars)

Kauai

Maui

$433,841

$319,788

$172,660

$186,622

$36,375

NA

$48,710

Additions and Alterations
$404,921
$319,836
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Table 4
Materials Used in Single-Family and Multi-Family Homes:
(Source: National Association of Home Builders)
(note: these are national averages and will not apply directly to Hawaii style buildings)
Item

Single Family

Multifamily

Finished Area: (square feet)
Total board feet of framing lumber 13,837
Cabinets: (number)
Kitchen
Vanity
Other
Floor Coverings: 2,269 square feet
Carpet (percent)
Hardwood
All other
Doors: (percent)
Patio Door Materials
Wood
All other
Exterior Door Materials
Wood
All other
Windows: (average number)
Wood - No Clad (percent)
Wood – Aluminum or vinyl clad
All other
Decking: (percent)
Treated Wood
All other
Interior Wall Finish (square feet)
Lumber/boards (percent)
All other
Beams (linear feet)
Solid wood (percent)
All other

2,272

1,268

15
3
2

11
2
0

63%
11
26

60%
8
33

32%
68

17%
83

18
82
19
5%
23
72

28
72
8
1%
16
83

56
44
6,050
0.5
99.5

66
34
4,047
0.7
99.3

9
91

11
89
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Table 5
Import Statistics

Matson

Commodity
Cabinets
Wooden Shingles
Millwork/Molding/Fencing
Lumber/Plywood/Bldng
Brd
Engineered
Wood/Flooring
Wooden Doors

10/1/2001
Units**
74
217
13

- 9/30/2002
Pounds
1,313,204
6,816,404
447,681

10/1/2002
Units**
64
194
19

- 9/30/2003
Pounds
1,140,480
6,350,396
502,474

10/01/03
Units**
61
229
39

- 9/30/2004
Pounds
1,073,844
7,865,921
835,128

5,019

222,251,358

5,208

230,792,520

4,431

200,648,897

384
57
5,764

15,111,168
867,426
246,807,241
123,404

199
27
5,711

7,975,522
395,091
247,156,483
123,578

147
77
4,984

6,139,896
931,007
217,494,693
108,747

Short tons

Corps of
Engineers
Short Tons
2,000
381,000
28,000

Wood in the rough (code 4170
Lumber (code 4189)
Primary Wood Products (code 5540)

** Units are containers
Notes: Steve Rubin of Matson states that he believes that Matson carries about 2/3rds of the container shipments of the
target products of the study.
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Table 6
Foreign Trade Zone # 9

Tongue/grooved/Molded
– nonconiferous

$849,395

$846,519

$883,047

$492,811

Sawn, sliced - over
6mm – nonconiferous

$145,306

$246,280

$551,638

$356,612

$61,704
$1,056,405

$246,644
$1,339,443

$563,650
$1,998,335

$321,492
$1,170,915

Other tropical wood
Total
2004
annualized

$2,341,830
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Table 7
Import Statistics
International Tropical Timber
Council
(Market Access of Tropical Timber)
March24,2003)

USA
1997

Imports of tropical sawn
wood
Imports of tropical logs
Imports of tropical veneer
Imports of tropical plywood
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1998
1999
( 1,000 cubic
meters)

2000

2001

325

352

284

330

340

4

1

1

2

2

53

43

25

25

26

1396

1559

1708

1525

1500
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Table 8
Estimating
Consumption
By: John R. Shelley PhD
1. Hawaiian housing starts -- 2700 in 2002, 4200 in 2003, est. 6000/year by 2006
2. 2002 - residential value ==
$1,112,912,000
average=
$412,190 per house
3. Hardwood uses in new house construction
Flooring -- Nationwide, about 10% of flooring is hardwood
Cabinets -molding/millwork -Doors/windows -Siding -roofing -Exterior decking -4. Furniture construction in Hawaii
6 to 10 regular but mostly
small

Are there any furniture manufactures in Hawaii
Estimate Hawaii potential for furniture made from non-koa Hawaiian
woods.
Estimating current shipments of hardwood into Hawaii (2003/2004)
hardwoods
Matson
all wood (tons)
(tons)
BF Hardwoods
Cabinets
Molding/millwork/fencing
Lumber/composite panels
Engineered Wood/flooring
Wooden Doors
TOTAL

540
410
100,000
3,000
450
104,400

135
164
10,000
1,500
225
12,024

Mostly Mango

Assumptions

20% of solid hardwood boxes, a
have solid hardwood doors
60% is fencing
10% is hardwood lumber
50% is flooring
50% is hardwood

81,000
98,400
6,000,000
900,000
135,000
7,214,400

ton to BF conversion =
12BF/cubic foot,
40 lbs/cubic foot)

Corps of Engineers
all wood (tons)

Lumber
Primary Wood Products

383,000
28,000

hardwoods
(tons)

?
?

BF sftwds

229,800,000

BF Hardwd

16,837,524

~40% of national
hardwood consumption is
in cabinets, furniture,
flooring (the possible
Hawaiian markets)

18,920,000

By population (0.43%)

Hawaii Hardwood Consumption Based on National Hardwood Consumption Figures

Tropical hardwoods imported into Hawaii (in US $) -- Foreign
Trade Zone #9
Value
BF
Lumber
$360,000
90,000
Molding/millwork/flooring
$500,000
83,333
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average value of $4/BF
average value of $6/BF
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Table 9
Hardwood Utilization
from
Hardwood Review - Annual Forecast 2004
http://www.hardwoodreview.com
page 19

Trend
2004
Estimate
North American Production
(BBF)

1994
13.00

11.35

%Change
Utilization by Sector (BBF)
Furniture
Cabinets
Dim/Mill/Mldg
Flooring
Pallet/Crating
Lbr/Dist Yds
Railroads
Exports
Misc.
Total

Note:

1.40
0.74
0.70
0.89
3.08
1.50
0.89
1.20
0.59
10.99

12.74%
6.73%
6.37%
8.10%
28.03%
13.65%
8.10%
10.92%
5.37%
100.00%

3.02
0.52
0.75
0.41
4.70
1.30
0.70
1.00
0.65
13.05

2003 actual was very close to the
total and
the distribution of 2004
estimate.
Actual 2003 total was 10.32 and
flooring was
.85 BBF
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23.14%
3.98%
5.75%
3.14%
36.02%
9.96%
5.36%
7.66%
4.98%
100.00%

- 46.36%
142.31%
93.33%
217.07%
65.53%
115.38%
127.14%
120.00%
90.77%
84.21%
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Table 10
Product Prices
Species

Size/Thickness

Price
/SF

(Prices noted in
the interview process)

Acacia koa
(see Table 12 for grades)

BF

$4.50 to $65.00

African Mahogany

4/4

$3.5 to $6

Teak

4/4

$10 +

Maple/Cherry/Oak

4/4

$3.5 to $5

Paint grade Poplar

4/4

$1.5

Eucalyptus flooring [imported]

3/4

Tongue and grooved

$3.80 to $4.90

(Wholesale Prices from Hardwood Review for October 22, 2004)
Mahogany – Genuine
Mahogany – Genuine

4/4
4/4

$3.80 KD
$3.49 Grn

Mahogany – African

4/4

$2.75

Strip flooring
Red Oak

¾”

White Oak

Select
#1 Common
#2 Common
Select
#2 Common

See Table 11 for Hawaiian grown species prices.
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$2.4
$2.33
$1.72
$2.29
#1 Common
$1.56

$2.08
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Table 11
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Table 12
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F. U.S. Population Distribution
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